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Growth and decay of weak discontinuities in a non-equilibrium flow 
of an ideal dissociating gas 

V. D. SHARMA (VARANASI) 

THE GROWIH and decay properties of weak discontinuities in a non-equilibrium flow of an ideal 
dissociating gas are investigated. The state ahead of the wave is considered to be spatially uni
form and in a general state of disequilibrium. The singular surface theory is used to show that 
weak discontinuities propagate through this system at the frozen sound speed and, if the degree 
of disequilibrium is sufficient, are amplified by the non-equilibrium dissociation reaction. The 
strength of attenuation induced by the wave-front curvature relative to the growth induced by 
the non-equlibrium dissociation in the gas has been investigated. 

Zbadano wlasno8ci wzrostu i zaniku slabych niecillglo5ci w nier6wnowagowym przeplywie 
dysocjujllcego gazu doskonalego. Stan gazu przed czolem fali zalowno jako przestrzennie jedno
rodny i majduj11cy sict w og61nym stanic nicr6wnowagi. Zastosowano teorict powierzcbni osob
liwych dla wykaza.nia, 7.e slabe nieciilgloSci rozchod74 siC( w takim ukladzie z prl(dkoScill zamro
wnego diwictku i, jc81i tylko stopien nier6wnowagi jest dostateczny, q one wzmacniane przez 
nier6wnowagowll rcakcjl( dysocjacji. Zbadano intensywnosc tlumienia wywolancgo krz}'wizrut 
czola fali oraz rozwoju niecillgloSci spowodowanego nier6wnowagowll dysocjacjll zach~ 
w gazic. 

lfCCJieAOBaBbl CBOHCTB8 pocra H 38T}'X8HWI CJI86biX paapbmOB B HepaBHOBecHOM Te'lleHHH 
lUICCOUBBPYJO~ero HAellJibHOI'O 1'838. Cocrosnme 1'838 nepeA ci»POHTOM BOJUibi npeADOnaraeTCJI 
1<81< IJPOC'l'PaHCTBeHHO O~OpoAHoe H H8X~~eecR B OOIIteM r COC1'0SIHHH HepaBHOBecHJI. 
llpHMeaeaa Teopm~ oco6biX nosepXHOCTeit AJV1 noKa3BHH.R, 'ITO CJia6ble paapbiBbi pacnpo.
CTp8HJIIO'l'CJI B TaKOH CHCTeMe CO CKOpocTbiO BMOpo>KeHHOI'O 3ByK8 H eCJIH TOJibKO creneHb 
HepaBHOBeCHJI Aocr&TO'liHa, OHH YCHJIHBaiOTCJI HepaBHOBeCHOH peaKI.\HeH AHCCO~ainfH. 
lfcCJieAOB8H8 HHTeHCHBHOC'l'b 38'ryX&HWI, Bb13BaHHa.R KpHBH3HOH ~pOHTa BOJIHbi, H pa3BHTHe 
paapbiBa, Bb13B8HHoe HepaBHOBeCHOH AHCCOJ.U(&.In~eH npoHCXOA.RI.QeH B raae. 

1. Introduction 

THE PROPAGATION' of weak discontinuities has been discussed by several researchers who 
have applied the theory of singular surfaces to different material mediums. For example, 
THoMAS [1] and ELCRAT [3] considered sonic waves in.ideal fluids. CoLEMAN and OUR. TIN [4] 
studied acceleration waves in ideal fluids with internal state variables. CllEN' [5-6] treated 
waves in elastic materials, while COLEMAN and GuRTIN [7] waves in materials with memory. 
McCAR.THY [8] analysed second-order waves in relativistic gas dynamics and in other 
publications [9, 10] he treated acceleration waves in highly nonlinear deformable solids· 
RARITY [11], CHU [12] (pp. 41--46) and CLAR.KE [13} discussed wave propagation in 
relaxing or reacting ftuids, using the method of characteristics; as they were concerned 
with plane waves only, they did not investigate the effects of curvature on the growth 
and decay properties of these waves. BECKER. and ScHMITT [14] considered special cases 
of cylindrical _and spherical waves but they did not consider the case when the medium 
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ahead of the wave is in a state of disequilibrium. The purpose of this paper is to study 
these singular surfaces in the plane, cylindrical and spherically-symmetric motion of an 
ideal dissociating gas due to LIGHTHILL [15] and FREEMAN [16], taking into account the 
state ahead of the wave in disequilibrium. 

2. Basic equations 

For the Lighthill- Freeman ideal dissociating gas, the reaction rate is given by [17] 
(page 233) 

(2.1) 

where -r = (CeT")- 1 is the characteristic time of the rate process. The quantities t, e, T, 
ex, e4 and 0 are respectively the time, density, temperature, degree of dissociation, charac
teristic density and characteristic temperature for dissociation. The constants C, n, 0 and 
e11 describe the rate and equilibriurp properties of the gas. 

The equations of continuity, momentum, energy and state for the ideal dissociating 
gas under consideration are 

(2.2) d(! ( OU PU) -+e -+- =0, dt or r 

(2.3) e ~~ - dt = 0, p = e(l +~t)RT, h = R{(4+ c.t}T+O}, 

where ~ = ;t + u ;, , and the quantities p, u, h, and R denote respectively the pressure, 

velocity, enthalpy and the gas constant. The flow variables u, p, e, ex, etc. are functions 
of the Eulerian coordinate r (the distance from a fixed origin) and the time t. The coef
ficient, = 0, 1 , 2 refers to the case of a plane, cylindrical and spherical motion, respectively. 

Equation (2.3)1 with the help of Eqs. (2.1), (2.2)1 , (2.3)2 and (2.3h can be written as 

(2.4) t +ea}(: +V:)= ea}uro, 

where a} = Fp I e is the square of the frozen sound speed and o" == 3F(;- l) ( ~ ( r- I)) 
'hF 4+ex Wit. =-

3
-. 

3. Wave as a singular surface 

Let r = R(t) or, for brevity, E(t) denote the weak discontinuity surface, where R(t) 
is the position of the wave front at any timet. The description of the surface E(t) is such 
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that its speed of propagation G = ~ is always positive. Here we shall restrict our at

tention to the singular surface E(t) across which the flow variables u, p, (!, ac and Tare 
essentially continuous but the discontinuities in their de~ivatives are permitted. We infer 
that a" G and w will behave similarly and that they will have subscript- 0 values at the 
wave front. A subscript- 0 indicates a value in the medium just ahead of the wave front. 
The unperturbed field ahead of the wave is assumed to be spatially uniform and at rest. 
Thus from Eqs. (2.1 ), (2.2)t and (2.4) we have 

(3.1) l!o = const, (?,). = e0 a}.ti0 roo and ( ~~ ). = roo. 

The reaction rate c.o0 will be zero if the chemical time becomes infinite or, more practically, 
if the state ahead of the wave is one of chemical equilibrium. 

In our case, the geometrical and kinematical conditions of first and second order 
deduced by THOMAS [2] reduce to 

(3.2) [~]=A or ' [!!__] = -AG 
iJt ' 

(3.3) [ 
iJ2z] _ 

- iJr2 =A, [ iJ2z] - dA 
-- = -GA+-
iJriJt dt ' 

where the quantity z.may represent any of the variables p, (!, u, ac and T. The square bracket 
stands for the value of the quantity enclosed immediately behind the wave -surface minus 
its value just ahead of the wave surface. The quantities A and A are defined over the sin-

gular surface L'(t) and the d-time derivative of any quantity f is defined as Z = ~ + 

+ G ;~. Thus the d-time derivative of any quantity which is considered to be expressed 

on E(t) is identical with the ordinary derivative of the quantity. However, we shall choose 
to retain this notation in order to emphasize the fact that we are considering the time 
derivative of quantities which are only defined on the singular surface E(t). 

Taking jumps, across L'(t), in Eqs. (2.1), (2.2)., (2.2)2 and (2.4) and making use of 
Eq. (3.1) and of the fact that u0 = 0, we have 

(3.4) 

where • = [ ~; ], '" = [ ~;], .< = [:] and ~ = [ ~~] are the quantities defined on the 

wave front E(t). 
Now, if G #: 0, then s = ·o and it follows from Eqs. (3.4)3 and (3.4)4 that (!oA(G2

-

-a}0) = 0, what suggests that either G = ±a10 or A= 0, but A. cannot vanish, for 
if it does, then it follows from Eqs. (3.4)2-(3.4)~ that A= E = C = 0, which violates 
the basic assumption about L'(t)~ Hence, without ant loss of generality, we assume 

(3.5) 
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4. Behaviour at tbe wave front 

If we differentiate Eqs. (2.2)2 and (2.4) with respect tor, take jumps across I:(t) and 
then make use of Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3), we get 

(4.1) 
tSl 1 - · -
Tt = -eo (~-eoatoA), 

(4.2) f5~ - - F. . 2 ( 'PQ I o ) Tt = a10(~-eoa10 A)-( o+I)eoat0 A +2 Ao-
2
R E, 

where 

A. = [ o
2
u_] or2 

and 

(4.3) Ao = Wo C1o { (Fo+ I)+n(Fo- I)}+ COo (J J (To- I) _i_- I} - eoO + txo)Foa5 ex~. 
2 6To \ Fo To 2-roet~ 

Inserting the term (l-e0 a10 I) from Eq. (4.1) into Eq. (4.2), and using Eqs. (3.4)4 and 
(3.5), we get 

(4.4) 

Integrating Eq. (4.4) between ti (where ). = l 1) and tyields 

(4.5) A.= 

A,(af,Ja) exp{,j (A0 -
7
;;;) dt} 

Equation (4.5) gives the variation of discontinuity A associated with . I(t) as it moves 
into a non-equilibrium dissociating gas at rest. It is evident from Eq. (4.5) that the temporal 
behaviour of the velocity gradient at the wave head will depend critically on the sign of A 0 • 

S. Discussion 

Case I 

If w0 is zero, so that the medium ahead of the wave is one of uniform equilibrium~ 

1 {(I +ex )A cx
2 
a

2 
} Eq. (4.3) shows that A 0 = """- -

2 
° 0 0 0 < 0. Then Eq. (4.5) reduces to 
Tol?a. 

(5.1) 1 = ;.,(Ro/Rr'2 exp( -IAolt) __ , 

J1 + ·,t,(Fo+l) j(R0/RY'2exp(-IAo~)dt l 2 ., 

where R = R0 +a10 t denotes the position of the wave front at any time t, Ro being its 
initial position at t = 0. Here ti has been set equal to zero for convenience. 
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Equation (5.1) shows that if A-1 > 0 (i.e an expansiort wave front), then A.--+ 0 as t--+ oo 
i.e. the wa~e decays and damps out ultimately. Also if A.i < 0 (i.e a compression wave 
front) and IA.il < A.c, where A.c is a positive quantity given by 

21Aoi/(Fo +I) for 'V = 0 (plane wave), 

1 

2( IAolaf: )
2 

exp( -IAoiRo/afo) for v = 1 (cylindrical wave), 
A. nR t 

c = 
0 (F0 + 1)erfc(IAoiRofat)2 

2at0 eXp( -IAolRofato) 
(F0 + 1)RoE,(IAoRo/af

0
) 

for v = 2 (spherical wave), 

2 00 00 

where erfc(x) =---=- J e-(z dt, and Ei(x) = J t- 1e-t dt are the weii-known integrals, 
Jln X X , 

then ). --+ 0 as t--+ oo, the wave damps out ultimately. But if A.i < 0 and iJ.il > A.c, then 
there exists a finite time t. given by 

1 { 21Aol }-l 
t. = IAol log 1- j.A.,I(Fo+ 1) . for " = 0, 

and 
t. 

J (R0 /R)"I 2 exp( -IA0 It)dt = IA.,j(~o+ 1) for v = 1, 2 
0 

such that IA.I --+ oo as t--+ t. i.e. the wave terminates into a shock at an instant, t •. Thus 
we find that a compression wave steepens up into a shock after a finite time only if the 
initial discontinuity associated with the wave is sufficiently strong. From the above expres-

sions of Ac, one can see that af~:l >0, which means that the non-equilibrium dissociation 

has a stabilizing effect on the tendency of the wave surface to grow into a shock in the 

sense that an increase in IAol will cause Ac to increase. Also ~~: < 0, which implies that 

the curvature has a stabilizing effect in that an increase in the initial curvature causes an 
increase in Ac . 

Case n 
If Wo =F 0, and one consideres only short time interval, so that the quantities a,o, ro 

and .A0 do not change appreciably between ti and t, it is evident tb~t Eq. (4.5) can be 
written in the approximate form 

(5.2) A. ~ _ A.,(Ro/~o+afot)"l2 exp(Aot) , 

{I+ A,(F;+ I) f (R0 /R0 +iif))''2 exp(X.,t)dt} 
0 -

where a10 , (T0 + 1) and A0 indicate suitable mean values .ever the interval t1 to t, and t, 
has been set equal to zero for convenience. · 

An examination of Eq. (5.2) leads to the conclusion that if A., < 0 and Ao > 0, then 
there exists a finite timet: given by 

3* 
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t: = -=- log 1 + 0 1 { . 2.A } 
Ao ll,l(ro+ 1) 

for "= 0, 

and 
r: 
J (R0 fR0 +afotYI2

exp(A0 t)dt = ll,l(;o+ 1) for "= 1, 2 
0 

such that Ill-+ oo as t-+ t:, provided Eq. (5.2) remains valid over the required period. 
Thus we find that in a state of disequilibrium a discontinuity associated with a compression 
wave, no matter how small, always steepnes up into a shock after a finite time and the 
stabilizing influence of the wave-front curvature is unable to overcome the tendency of 
the wave surface to grow into a shock. On the other hand, if A1 > 0 and A0 > 0, then 

using L'Hospital rule, it follows from Eq. (5.2) that for, = 0, 1 or 2, A-+ 
2Ao as 

(F0 +1) 
t -+ oo. Thus when the medium ahead of the wave is in a state of disequilibrium, it is in
teresting to note that a discontinuity associated with an expansion wave tends towards 
a fixed value which is independent of its initial value. Of course the condition t -+ oo means 
that this fixed wave form is attained only after a long time, the approximation (5.2) may 
not be valid up to this time, but the tendency towards a stable wave form is in no way 
less important. 
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